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Minor Program Specializations
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Student Worksheet

Name ___________________________ ID# ___________ Catalog Year ___________

Major ___________________________ Minor Advisor Name & E-Mail __________________

See catalog for course descriptions. Underline courses in progress; circle when completed. Check often against MyNEVADA. See advisor about discrepancies. Although we discourage English majors from also minoring in English, students majoring in Literature or Writing may minor in Linguistics or TESOL. Students majoring in Linguistics may minor in Literature or Writing. No course may simultaneously fulfill requirements in major and minor.

**Literature (21 credits)** (students on catalog years before 2008 may take 2 more 400-level electives in place of 311 & 312)

**Required Courses**: ENG 281 or 282, 298, 303 (298 prereq) 311 (offered Fall; 298 prereq) 312 (offered Spring; 311 prereq)

**Electives**: 6 credits in English from two different groups.

- **III. Criticism & Theory**: 421A 422A
- **IV. Themes**: 425A 425B 427A 428A 429A 429B 430A 431A 431B 435A 436A
- **V. Author**: 430A 431A 432A 432B 433A 433B 435A 436A
- **VI. Period**: 415A 416A 416B 416C 418A 419A 420A 420B 420C 420D
- **VII. Genre**: 411A 412A 412B 413A 413B 414A 414B 415A 415B 416A 416B 416C
- **VIII. Comparative Literature**: 491A 491B 491C 492A 492B 492C 493A 493B 494A 494B 495A 495B 496A 496B 496C 496D 496E 496F 496G 496H 496I 496J 496K 496L 496M 496N 496O 496P 496Q 496R 496S 496T 496U 496V 496W 496X 496Y 496Z
- **IX. Culture & Interdisciplinary**: 490A 491A 491B 491C 492A 492B 492C 493A 493B 494A 494B 495A 495B 496A 496B 496C 496D 496E 496F 496G 496H 496I 496J 496K 496L 496M 496N 496O 496P 496Q 496R 496S 496T 496U 496V 496W 496X 496Y 496Z

**Literature & Environment (21 credits)**

- **Required Courses**: ENG 265 298 303 (298 prereq) 311A (303 or junior status prereq)
- **Electives**: 9 credits from the following: ENG 429C 444A 475B 492A 494A

**Dramatic Literature (18 credits)**

- **Required Courses**: THTR 210 ENG 298 ENG 433A or 433B
- **Electives**: 9 credits from the following: ENG 433A 433B 465A 465B 466B 466A 467A 470A 471C 472A 472B 475A 475B
- Include any of the following as elective when topics include drama or dramatists: ENG 425A 425B 430A 436A

**Writing (18 credits)**

- **Required Courses**: ENG 281 or 282 ENG 298
- **Electives**: 12 credits from the following: ENG 301R 333 400A 400B 401B 305/403A 306/403B 307/404A 308/404B 405A 405B 408C 409A 475A 475B JOUR 418 + other writing course(s) as approved by advisor (list here and advisor file DARS substitution form as needed):

**Language & Linguistics (18 credits) (Linguistics core classes may not apply to electives or vice versa)**

- **Required Course**: ENG 412A
- **Linguistics Core**: Take two of the following (6 credits): ENG 411B 412D 415A
- **Electives**: Take one course from each of the following groups (9 credits):
  - **I. Linguistics**: ENG 411B 412D FLL 455 EDRL 471 473 490 SPAN 312 SPA 320R 362 FREN 312
  - **II. Sociolinguistics**: ENG 413A 416B 492C
  - **III. Historical Linguistics**: ENG 414A 415A 431A 432A 440A FLL 458

**Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages – “TESOL” (18 Credits)**

- **Required Courses**: ENG 411B 412A 412D and EDRL 471; 472 or 473; 475 or 490

**NOTES:**